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Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: не має значення
Досвід роботи: від двох років

Графік роботи: часткова
зайнятість

Опис
вакансії
 

Job Title: QA Engineer (Automatic Testing)

Location: Remote

Compensation:

As a QA Engineer specializing in Automatic Testing at RI Software Company, you will participate in our unique partnership model.
Rather than a conventional salary, we offer an exceptional opportunity for partnership and profit sharing. This entails co-ownership of
our company, enabling you to reap the rewards of our business's success and growth. Details about the partnership structure and
profit sharing will be covered during the interview process.

About the Company:

RI Software is an innovative software development company at the forefront of industry transformation. Our revolutionary web
applications encompass a range of dynamic services, such as a retail marketplace, wholesale marketplace, business management
service, and job offering platform. Our mission is to empower businesses by optimizing operations and facilitating seamless data
exchange across our suite of services.

Job Description:

We're in search of a skilled QA Engineer specializing in Automatic Testing to join our remote team. As an external QA engineer, your
responsibilities will encompass designing, implementing, and maintaining automated testing processes for our applications. Close
collaboration with our developers will ensure smooth integration and optimal system performance. Your role plays a pivotal part in
constructing our groundbreaking system and shaping the future of our company.

Responsibilities:

- Devise, implement, and maintain automated testing solutions for robust and scalable software applications, utilizing suitable tools
and frameworks.

- Collaborate with developers to integrate automated testing within the development workflow, ensuring efficient and reliable quality
assurance.

- Create and maintain APIs for seamless data exchange between various services, enhancing end-to-end testing capabilities.

- Analyze requirements, propose technical solutions, and provide accurate time estimates for testing-related tasks.

- Conduct comprehensive testing, identify and troubleshoot issues, and ensure the delivery of high-quality results.

- Stay current with industry trends and best practices, continuously enhancing your skills in automated testing.

Qualifications:

- Proven expertise as a QA Engineer with a focus on Automatic Testing.
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- Proficiency in automated testing tools and frameworks (e.g., Selenium, Appium, Cypress).

- Familiarity with security principles and experience implementing security measures in automated testing processes.

- Strong analytical and problem-solving skills, thriving both independently and within a remote team setup.

- Effective communication abilities, enabling clear conveyance of intricate technical concepts.

How to Apply:

Interested candidates are invited to submit their resume, portfolio, and relevant work samples via the following link:

We appreciate the interest of all applicants, but only those selected for an interview will be contacted.

We eagerly anticipate reviewing your application and exploring this opportunity further. If you're interested in collaborating with us,
please proceed to the link below, provide your details, and we will be in touch:

forms.gle/7YGssPcDLiXHfNWo9
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